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Our 25c
FEDERATION OF LABOR
TO BOYCOTT BEER.
Chicago. May 31. The last bUrre
of "Union Beer" in Chicago and tile
whole country, according to an edict
of the American Federation of Labor,
will be manufactured today. At midnight the Brewery Workers" Union
'will cease to exist in the eyes of the
National labor leaders, and working-mewill be asked to get on the "wa
ter wagon" or use some other beverage than beer. The expulsion is due
to the refusal of toe Brewery Work
era Union to oust all engineers, firemen and teamsters from its organization as ordered by the National La
bor Council.
French Sailors' Strike.
Paris, May 31. French commerce
is threatened with complete paralysis
as a result of the general strike of
sailors belonging to the naval reserve which went into operation to
day tat. all porta of France. The naval
reserve numbers about 117.000 men
and comprises almost the entire mari
time population devoted to seafaring
life. The strike 1m ordered because
toe members of the Union regard the
government's bill increasing pensions
from $40.80 to $72.50 4n Che case of
seamen and from $156 to $200 for
captains, as inadequate.
Haywood Trial Resumed.
Boise, Idaho. May 31. After a re
cess of three days the trial of Will
iam Haywood, charged with the mur
der of former Governor Steunenberg.
was resumed this morning. Sixty-onnew talesmen were in court. It is ex
pected that the Jury will be completed
by tomorrow night.
The defense exercised the eight
eentfi peremptory chalenge today, excusing Harmon Cox. Only two peremptory challenges now remain.
H. F. Messacar. a farmer, was ac
cepted as a Juror for the vacancy
made by the eighteenth challenge ben

fore the nineteenth challenge wtia used. The court then took a recess un

til after noon.

HENEY DEFINES THE
POLICY OF PROSECUTORS.
San Francisco, May 31. In a state-

ment issued last nipht late. Assistant
District Attorney Francis J. Heney.
head of the grift prosecution, outlines the policy of the men who have
ly a score of San Francisco capitalists, denounces as malicious falsehoods the charges that the prosecutors are influenced by financial motives, and openly charges that some
of the most powerful interests of the
country nave been brought into the
battle on the side of the bribe givers.
Heney admits the promise of lmmu-nitigiven the sixteen supervisors
who confessed, and asks: "Which is
the man iwho should be punished for
the crime f one must be allowed to
r
or
go free, the .confessed
y

bribe-take-

the unoonfessed

bribe-giver?-

"

INSURRECTION BREAKS
OUT IN A NEW SPOT.
A may. China. May 31. An insurrection has broken out forty mites
southward of Amoy. Thirty thousand
rebels are under arms and the revolt
la spreading. The viceroy of Fu Chow
is sending 8,000 troops to deal with

the uprising.

On account of the bad weather
ourspecial sale on Embroideries,
Laces and White Goods, that
and
was set for y
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THE GRILL CAFE

against only the man who cares noth - reasonable profits to investors. It ROOSEVELT-- AGER MAN
ing for the property after his specu - : is from one standpoint quite as impor
LETTERS TOMORROW.
Kktlve deal In its securities has been tant to know the original cost of the
The Record will tomorrow
closed. We favor the railway man- - building of the road as to know what 3 publish in full tbe letters writ- ager who keeps In close touch witn it would now cost to reproduce It;
ten. by President Theodore
the people along his line rather than i.from another standpoint the human
Haoerman 8ella Car to Santa Fe.
Roosevelt and Governor Hager- dn close touch witb the speculative equation that is, the management of
man to each other concerning
The "Hesperia," the private car of
market; who operates bis line with a the road is more important by far
J. J. Hagerman, was taken north (this
tbe removal of tne 'latter as
morning to be overhauled at Amani
view to the advantage he can legiti- - than the physical valuation; and the
Governor of New Mexico. The
per
physical valuation of ie road dn one
ta. Mr. Hagerman has sold bis car
mately get out of the railway as a
Record understands tbat Gov- giving
may
by
region
manent investment
a fair
emor Hagerman was bound to
have an entirely different
after ten or twelve years use to the
to
company
secrecy
to
origreturn
many
the
to
power
respects
and
road
stockholders
of
$6,500.
the
concerning these let- relation
Mby 31. Yesterday siness; a
the real value
Indianapolis,
the
Its
railroad
for
in
intad cost when purchased
ters by tbe President, and (has
from the afternoon. President Roosevelt deliv- analogous to and as complete as th'at public good service with .reasonable than in another region wbere the
Pullman company was $12,000. Rail- ered the following address at the Me- the Government
been unable to make then
exercises over the rates; who does not operate his road conditions are utterly different. There
public. President Roosevelt, by
road men state that it will take $2,000 morial Day services here:
national banks. It must possess the with, a view to the temporary specu fore the physical valuation can never
power to exercise supervision over lative advantage which will follow cap be more than one pf many elements
equipto put the car in
his own act, however, or thru
Address.
President's
The
unment, .but that except for this need
to be considered; but dt is one ele
an uncertain future and
the act of someone near to
more than one reason I am pe- the future issuance of stocks and italizing
For
imon
very
may
be a
him, bas given to tbe press the
ed equipment, the car is in splendid culiarly glad that this year I speak bonds, either through a national in loading the securities
the public. ment ,and at times
condition. It will be given to Avery on Memorial Day in the state of Ind- corporation
letters of the President to Gov- (which I should much We wish to make it to tbe interest of portant element, when taken in con
money
power,
put
earning
the
witb
to
his
into
emor Hagerman. and thus tbe
the
fran
Turner, vice president land general iana. There is no other class of our prefer) or in some similar fashion, the investor
nection
manager of the Peoos Valiey Lines, citizens to whom we owe so much as such supervision to include the frank honest development of the railroads, chises, original cost, character of man
Governor's reply need no longer be suppressed.
for bis private use, his present car to the veterans of the great war. To publicity of everything which would- - and therefore we wish to discriminate agement, location, and business possi
who while enriching bilities, in reaching an estimate on
being inadequate to a Is needs.
These letters should be read
eh em it was given to perform the one be investors and the public at large against the man
by every American citizen, as
a right to know. The Federal himself .lays upon the future owners the property and rights of a corpora
feat with which no other feat can be have
patrons of the road and above tion as a going concern.
they illustrate very forcibly the
Funeral of A. K. Mott Sunday.
compared, for to them it was given Government will thus be able to pre and upon
disposition of our
tne bonest men whose duty
The effect of such valuation and su
in the fu all
The funeral of the late Alvln K. to preserve the Union. Moreover, you vent all
regreat dictator wltii a big stick
Mott will be held Sunday afternoon men who wore the blue, blessed be ture; to prevent any man (hereafter it may become to operate the road pervision of securities can not be
Existing securities should
as contrasted iwtth the cool
loading a burden of additional debt without troactive.
at two o'clock from the Methodist yond the victors in any other war of from plundering others byobligations
adding correspondingly to its actual be tested by the laws dn existence at
and clear reasoning of one of
Episcopal church, at the earner of recent times, have left to your coun railway properties with
Baid
Inab
money
'Nation
bis humble subjects who was
the
the
This
of
worth.
about
Much
is
their
issue.
pocketing
time
instead of
the
Fifth street and Kentucky avenue. trymen more than the materia re and
agree
more
which
injure
ility
presidents
no
railway
to
would
securities
earnestly trying to carry out
improvements
of
spending
in
in
and
it
Rev. George W. Read officiating. In sults of the triumph, more even tban
the
have become an important part of the
orders of tihe great
terment will be made in the South the achieving the triumph itself. You legitimate corporate purposes; and among themselves as to what policy
isquaire dealer. Read them care- man acting in such fashion should should be advocated and what plans national wealth than It would consid
Side cemetery.
have left a country so genuinely re any
fully', and gain a ithorougb un- proposition to repudiate the pubThrough a misunderstanding the united that all of us now, in whatev be held to a criminal accountability. followed in the effort to work out the er adebt.
But the public interest re
demanding
of the great
Keoord was led to state in yester er part of this Union we live, have It should be declared contrary to pub- - problems which now present themselv lic
guaranty
against
wrong perpetrated by the Pres- mul
improper
allow rail- es. In so far as tne law is concerned quires
days account of the death of Mr. a right to feel the' keenest pride, not He policy henceforth to
tlplication
to
(willingness
in
the future.
of securities
ident of the United States.
Mott that his older soa Is living with only in the valor and
of roads to devote their capital to any all I ask of them is a
Reasonable regulations for their is
his mother, who was Mr. Mott's first you. the gallant men wfao wore the thing but the transportation business. comply fully with its spirits, and a suance
to
provided,
so
as
should
along
limes
specu
move
be
in
to
the
readiness
not
to
of
certainly
the hazards
wife. The older son is living with his blue, but also in the valor and selfby those who are charged with secure as far as 'may be .that the pro
mother's people, the first Mrs. Mott devotion of your gal tout opponents lation. For the very reason that we dicated
be devoted to leg ROSWELL YOUNG PEOPLE
favor
to
desire
the honest railroad administering it. Our policy is built ceeds thereof shallpurposes.
having died eighteen months 'before who wore the gray. The hero whose
experience, and our primary piw itimate business
SURPRISE RELATIVES.
Mr. Mott's marriage to the present monument we today unveil, by his manager, we should seek to discour upon
In providing against overcapi
pose is to insure the future against
J. D. Bell has received indirect
Mrs. Mott, of this city.
life bore singular testimony to the age the activities of the man whose
fca.lizotion we shall harm no human word of the marriage of his son. Will
completeness of tne reunion. General only concern witb railroads is to ma- the mistakes and delinquencies of the being
who is honest; and we shall be- Bell, to Miss Emily Bunting, report
of
Lawton in bis youth fought gallantly nipulate their stocks. The business
Geo. Freidenbloom's Cherry Crop.
many, for overcapitalization of Waiving come to fhlm that they were
managenefit
organization
.railroad
and
Thirty-tbreyears
as
wild
.been
in
much
talk
War.
Civil
George Freidenbloom, the tonsorfal
the
There has
means an inflation that invites united in maitirimoay at Portalea yesshould be kept entirely distinct
the extent or the overcapitalization ten
J. Plerpont. met a Record representa- afterward he again marched to war, ment
business panic; it always conceals the terday. The news comes as a surprise
from investment or brokerage busi to
reports tme
census
our
The
railroads.
of
tive today and said: "They tell me this time against a foreign foe, and ness,
relation of the profit earned to to even the members of the two young
especially of the speculative on tbe commercial value of the rail
there is not a cherry in the whole served with distinguished ability and
bur people's families.
and the credit and property of roads of the country, together with the capital invested, creating a may
eastern New Mexico country. It is a success as a general officer, both in type,
den of interest payments which
The groom has been in the train
When the corporation should be devoted to the reports made to the Interstate redound
mistake. I have a tree In my yard Cuba and in the Philippines.
wageto the loss alike of the
service on the Pecos Valley & Norththe extension and betterment of its Commerce Commission by the rail
which has ripe cherries on H. and the he thus served it was in an army .railroads,
public,
which
general
eastern, and recently took a Job in
and to the development of roads on their cost of construction. earner and the
crop, after careful measurement and whose generals included not only ma
concerned in the rates paid by ship the local yards of tbe company. He
country naturally tributary to the tend
as
whole the rail is
to
show
that
a
eomputaition. can be placed at forty ny of his old comrades in arms, but the
pers:
investor,
damages
small
Is
the
it
a young man of steady habits, and
These principles are funda road property of the country is worth
per cent. You may publish that state some of his old opponents also, as lines.
discourages thrift, and puts a prem those who know bim best are his
mental. Railroads should not be pro- as
represent ium
as
securities
the
much
ment if you desire." It was afterward General Wheeler and Gen. Fitzhugh hibited
on gambling and business trick- best friends. The bride is a pretty
acquiring connecting
it, and that in the consensus of op ery.
learned that the original crop on Mr. Lee. Under him. both among the lines, by from
Mid lovable young woman, the daugh
acquiring stocks, bonds, or ing
tne
value oi
officers and in the
Investors
inion
total
of
Freidenbloom's tree consisted of five commissioned
Tnere Is an essential difference be ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bunting, of North
securities of such lines; but it stock and bonds is greater than their
cherries and that two of them had ranks, were many men whose fath other
c
proper
tween private and
Hill. Her father is in the sheep busi
already well settled as contrary to
grown to maturity. He was right. He ers had worn the blue serving side is
face value .notwithstanding the ty which justifies setting somewhere ness.
Mamy friends extend congratupublic policy to allow railroads to total
Injected in par a limat beyond which the accumulatbeen
by side with others whose fathers had acquire
that
has
water"
has a forty per cent. crop.
lations.
control over parallel and com- ticular places. The huge value of ter
worn the gray; but all Americans peting lines
properties,
ing
in
value
of transportation. Sub minals .the immense expenditures in
now. and notbing but Americans, all
Look Out For Our Wagon.
due to the necessity of a growing SEVEN PERSONS KILLED
to first giving to the Government recent
yeaTS in double tracking, im
Our tank wagon is marked Inde united in their fealty and devotion to ject
power
AND EIGHT INJURED.
of super vision and control proving grades, roadbeds, and struc- community, shall not be capitalized.
pendent and is on the streets of Ros their common flag and their common the
One of the most important featur
Elyria, O., May 91. C. M. Forney,
I have advocated, 'the law should tures have brought the total investwhich
knowing
only
country,
the
and
each
p.
a.
m.,
m., each
well from 7
until 6
motorman on the Cleveland & South
amended so that railroads may be ments to a point where the opinion es of the Hepburn Act is its having
and every day during working days. generous rivalry with his fellows as be
the Commission absolute con- western Traction road, was arrested
permitted and encouraged to make that
is greater than trol over
value
real
the
If you want to hit the Standard Oil to who could best serve the cause for traffic agreements
railways.
In Cleveland
the accounts of
today to answer the
these are in
face value is probably true. No The Commission has just issued an charge of being responsible
Trust a solar plexus blow, stop our which each rwas ready to lay down life the interest of the when
general public as the
for the
can order to the effect that on July 1 next death
as
general
this
such
statement
wagon and try our goods. We must itself. To General Lawton it befell well as of
of seven persons killed in a
the railroad corporations be accepted as having more than a
have your support, both moral and actually to lay down his Hfe; a trag making them.
country
subject
railways
of
all
the
the
oollision here last night and injuring
agreements general value; 'there are .many excep
real to live. If the consumers will act edy, but one of those noble tragedies should of course These
the Jurisdiction of the Commis eight persons, several of whom will
be made public in tions; but
ample to
seems
evidence
the
as they talk we will do the rest.
where our pride rises above our sor the minutest detail,
accounttheir
must
standardize
sion
probably
die. Forney was operating a
and should be that the great mass of our railroad
row. For me died in tne iuiiness oi subject to seourring the
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO.
previous as- securities rest upon sate and souo ing methods, and the Commission ex-ds oar which ran at high speed into the
country
with
entire
serving
his
time,
Independent Refineries.
organizing a bureau of special
rear of another car standing on a
man sent of the Interstate Commerce Com- foundations; if they fail in any degree now
Phone 412. devotion a death that every
aminers, whose duty It will be. among straight track in broad daylight. Both
mission.
.
may well envy.
to command complete public confi nrther things, to see that the books of cars were
crowded. All those killed
movement to regulate railways dence. It is because isolated instances
One great problem that we have be byThe
he canriers are kept in confo"mlty resided in Elyria.
Hotel Gibson For Rent.
come to stay;- The people of unconscionable
law
has
and
Comrights
preserve
of
by
the
ns
the
to
is
the rules hid down
Wanted, renter for Hotel Gibson to fore
of this country have made up their kindred offenses arouse
suspicion. with
mission. Thus the means are already ALLEGED
take possession June 7th, 1907. For property ; and these can only be
MAN
minds and wisely made up their which naturally extends to all other at
are
they
we
remember
that
and the machinery created
hand
particulars apply to E. C. Higgins,
if
ARRESTED IN ROSWELL
minds to exercise a closer control corporate securities so long a3 similar which, when
put
the
perfected,
iwill
Upon
receipt
Artesia, N. M.
67tf in less jeopardy from the socialist
of
from Amaril- e
over all kinds of
practices are possible and tne tenuen-c- public in ia position to know the facts lo 'that one Harry word
and the anarchist than from 'the pre- K. Bird, of Ken
Every
railways.
including
unrestrained
to
them
is
resort
to
the small Investor can exer- tucky, was a fugitive from justice and
datorv man of wealtb. It has be
The Wool Market.
managed railway will gain by law. Wbile there have been many ?o that
come evident that to refuse to Invoke honestly
cise an intelligent Judgment when en- was wanted in Amiarillo, Deputy Sher- St Louis. May 31. Wool steady.
men
policy.
not
by
and
lose
the
The
stock
gross
flagrant
and
of
instances
to
restrain
trusting his money to the promoters ff Guy Herbert yesterday arrested a
Territory and western mediums. 205) the power of the nation
more anxious to manipulate stocks
of course, there of great railway enterprises. We tiopf mam
who was known to have come
24: fine medium, 20021 V4; fine, 15 the wrongs committed by tne man than to make the management of inflation, and while, overcapitalization,
remain cases of
as one of the chief means tor better from Amarillo only a short time beof great wealth who does evil is not their roads efficient and bonest are yet
17.
wihen the statistics of the weaker ment of conditions to secure as com- fore. The officers soon
only to neglect the interests of the the only ones who have cause to opsatisfied them- roads, the overcapitalized roads, are plete publicity In the affairs of rail- selves that Herbert bad
but is to neglect tne amwrests pose it.
the right
Herbert J. Hagerman miblic. man
stronger
combined with those of the
roads as now obtains with regard tr man, and telegraphed for am officer
of means who acts honorleft this morning for Albuquerque. of the
who believe in steady and roads, and considered In the aggregate national banks.
We
power
the
of
fellows.
ably
The
by
his
come
to
from
Amarillo
bim.
after
Santa Fe and other points In central nation must be exerted to stop crimes healtihy progress stand unalterably for in my Judgment they will not be found
There need be no fear on the part
Deputy Sheriff Husky came down
New Mexico to look after business
impair
nnaaciai
new
to
publicity.
wholesome
widest
era
the
the
the
vioof
yf investors that this movement lor
of cunning no less than crimes of
Amarillo last night after the
and political Interests.
of standing and position of the railroads national supervision and control over from
lence. There can be ao halt in the and of fair dealing on the part
risoner, and from him it was learn
railway
while
passenthose
whole;
and
stockholders,
with
as
railroads
a
elected
detriment.
deliberately
railways will be for their
course we have
Bird is wanted In Illinois on
enrich If thev doubt, this ,let them study the ed that
A Hvely hall visited North Hill and
pursue, the policy of asserting the gers, and shippers. We ask the con owners and managers who have proper
the charge of bigamy. The officers at
loading
the vicinity to the north of tbat place to
their
by
no
carrying
man
sent
out
this
move
of
themselves
ed
in
dt
as
has
so
nation,
far
right
of
history
the
of the
Amarillo had arrested him, but he
while K was raining In
little ment in such
power, to supervise and control policy; but we gladly welcome the ties with securities representing
a State as Iowa. it made his escape from them. He was
Roswell. The hail were small but fell the
wealth, especially aid of every man in perfecting the or no value deserve our strongest con would be hard to find anyiwnere a a sleekJooking Individual and Depu- use
of
business
the
our more prosperous or more intelligent y Huskey put him in
so fast and hard they did some dam in its corporate form. Today I wish law in its details, and in securing its demnation. on the other hand
irons when he
age to gardens.
you about the first enactment and the faithful observ hearty commendation 4s due those ow community; a community of thriving- jtiarted for Amarillo with his prison
say
to
word
a
to
managers
o
i
representing,
ance
provisions.
We
ners
wise
seek
and
of
townspeople.
its
thriving
and most important feature of this
farmers and
er 'this morning. Bird iwent without
We ask for believe, the large majority who have Iowa did its share In the work of build requisition papers.
Miss May Crawford, of Kansas Ci task, the control of the common car- nothing revolutionary.
was
ty, who has been here for the past riers doing an interstate business; a such Jaws as In their essence now ob- year after year worked faithfully, pane railroads when the business
o
four months vdsrting Mrs. C. W. control absolutely vested dn the na- tain in the staid old commonwealth tiently, and" bonestly in building up one that demanded men of the utStringer's Electrical Exhibition
men will open tomorrow evening at the
Harries and other friends .left this tion, while In so far as the common of Massachusetts; such laws as now our great system of railways, which
resourcefulness:
daring
most
and
morning for Bartlesville. I. T.. where carriers also transport the mails It obtain in England. The purpose of have knitted together in close com like the gallant soldier and real cap Auditorium Theatre. The latest illus- ns who so resolutely believe mercial and social intercourse widely tain of industry, Grenvile M. Dodge: rated songs and French colored mov-nshe will visit before going home.
is in my opinion probable that wheth- those of
in the new policy, in its thorough car- removed sections of the country and mem who ran risks and
performed
er their business is or 4s not
will be shown. Some
out and in its progressive de- stand second only to the great busi- feats for which it was difficult to thingpictures
new, "Inar," the Living Album.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hall and Mr.
it is to the same extent subject rying
contribuItself
in
agriculture
velopment,
punitive
no
ness
is
sense
or
of
who
in
men
high;
make the reward too
The management had intended to opmembers to Federal control, under flh&t clause
and Mrs. Fred Gassaway,
We would be the first to tion to national growth and develop- staked everything on the chances of en this, even ing, but owing to the
of the East rndia Company, were of the Constitution granting to the vindictive.
protest
ment.
any
against
confiscaform
of
in
happily
today
power
estabwhich
to
among the arrivals from the south National Government
a business
Iiolors of the Baptist churoh having
tion of property, and whether we proAmple provision should be made by volves no such hazards. Iowa was at ttieir
entertainment tonight, they
this morning. J. H. Gassaway, mana- lish post roads and therefore by nec- tested
Su congress to enable the Interstate Com length forced to undertake the work Dostponed their opening till Saturday
ger of the company, is also here, hav essary implication power to take all preme or not, I may add that the any
Court could be trusted in
merce Commission, by tne employ of regulating the railways within her night.
ing brought in his company of ten action necessary in order to keep
to see that there should be no- ment of a sufficient force of experts. borders.
There was great outcry
o
them at the highest point of efficiency event
to play here tonight.
done under the guise of regulat to undertake the physical valuation of wrainst it. It was proclaimed that
Every Federal law dealing witb cor thing
On
account
of
country.
the bad weather
property
ing
destroy
without
to
already
any
roads
in
tbe
road
each and
such effort would ruin roads
W. M. Reed came in on the auto porations or witb railroads that has
compensation or without due pro- whenever and so soon as in tne opin- built, and prevent building more. But our special sale on Embroideries
Thursday from Alamogordo, where he been put upon the statute books dur- just
a matter of course, ion of the Commission such a valua Iowa preceded with the task, and it Laces and White Goods,
went as a witness In the injunction ing the last six years has been a step cess of law. As any
that
shall punish
criminal whom tion of anv road would be or value resulted, not in rum and stagnation,
suit against Mrs. L. C. Klasner, brot in advance in the right direction. All we
we can convict under the law; but to the Commission in its work. There but in increased safety and profit to was set for
and
to prevent her tram taking water from action taken by the Administrat-'tno intention of confounding are undoubtedly some roads as to the honest investor. Instead of putthe Hondo river at Flcaobo. upon under these and the
d
laws we have
indefi
has been
innocent many and the guilty few whlrh it would be an advantage, irora ting roads into the hands of receivers
her application and at tier costs the has been just and proper. Every suit the
any
by
and sweeping scheme the standpoint of the business of the ft was followed by a prosperity that nitely. JAFFA PRAGER & CO.
case was continued until November undertaken during Oat penoa nas of vengeance.
Our aim is primarily Commission, to have such a pnysicai escued many of them from receiverterm of court there 4he temporary in- been a suit not merely warranted, but
these abuses in the future. valuation as soon as possible.
ships.
junction being extended until that required, by the facts; a suit in the to prevent evil
OIL, OIL, OIL.
doers can be, they shall
No state, of course, can do for the
At the outset let it be understood
time.
If you want good goods at honest
interest of the people as a whole, and. Wherever
to
no
brought
crimiGovernJustice;
be.
panacea:
Nationtil
and
railways
no
tbe
what
prices, call up Phone 412 and ask our
that physical valuation is
In the lone run. particularly in tne
low, whom we can reach it
Percy Evans, reporter for the Rec interest of stockholders as well as in nal, high or immunity.
wagon to deliver you our
is no sufficient measurement of a ment has already done for the banks,
somerights
will
But
the
should
receive
do
thart.
Government
needed
ultimately
and
leave
will
4t
be
ord, has secured a two months'
oil or gasoline. Give us a trial and let
the
Interest of business men of prop- of innocent investors should not be rate; but
Norailways.
analogous
administhe
thing
for
mom
tomorrow
y
in
instrument
as an essential
of absence and leaves
is convince you.
generally. There can be no
by legislation or execu- trative supervision.
It will 'be of wse tional bank stocks are bought and
ing tor Chicago, where be will inves- swerving from uhe course tbat nas jeopardized we
REFINERY CO,
sanction no legislation to the Commission in connection with sold largely on the certificate of char- THE SUPERIOR
tigate an offer made bim by the Oli thus been mapped out In the legisla- tive action;
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PROMINENT DENVER CAPITALIST DIES SUDDENLY.
Denver, Colo., May 31. Walter S.
Chessman, president of the Denver
Union Water Co., and one of the fore-

most capitalists and citizens of Denver, died unexpectedly at 3:35 this
morning. He suffered a stroke of paralysis last Wednesday, but death was
not anticipated by either physicians

or friends.

Cheesman

wiae born

at

Harbor, L. I. .June 27,
1838. He came to Denver in 1860. establishing a drug store. He had been
Identified with many of the largest
enterprises of Colorado and accumulated great wealth, being the largest
owner of real estate in the business
district of this city.
Hempstead

OATS NEAR ROSWELL
THREE FEET HIGH.
Although the recent superabundance of cold weather baa killed twe
trait crop, there will be am abundance of other crops. There is one
Held of cats near Roswell that Is a

beauty. The oats stand at least three,
and perhaps four feet Ugh. and is
in a moat healthy growing condition.
K is the proprty of R. J. McClenny.
o

I

FOUR BODIES FOUND
IN RUINS OF HOUSE.
Long Branch. N. J.. May 31. The
bodies of two young daughters of

Walter Schiller, secretary of the United Cigar Manufacturers Company, and
of two servants in his household,
were found this morning In the ruins
of bis house which burned tost night.
The children burned were Marion,
aged 10. and Ruth, aged 14. The
were Marie DUler and Tilly
Monthon. In attempting to rescue the
children. Mrs. Schiller was so se
verely burned aa to be in critical condition. Mr. Schiffer and two guests
were also sere rely burned and four
servants sustained Injuries. The house
"
was the residence of Jacob Rothschild, which Schiffer bad rented.
--
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ROOSEVELT
SPEAKS AT LANSING.
Lansing. Midi., May SL President

PRESIDENT

o'clock this morning. Nine stops were
made between Hillsdale and here, and
each time the President made a little speech from the ear platform. At
several places salutes were fired in
his hormr.

The President mms driven at once
to the nptol. He held a reception
parlors, where he
t! e esfc-jtivit
; iweu&a with about a thousand
f
e

r

--

.

and then eoped out upon
and eaced 20.000 people
anticipation of a speech.
F resident .was gives an oration
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The Fort Worth .Record

suggests

little in it
there is
that the unprecedented cold weather Although
Memorial Day, the speech of
may .be all an incidental development about
President Roosevelt at Indianapolis is
of the Fairbanks sentiment in the quite
readable. It reminds us, how
Republican party.
The Kansas City Times pats it
but pointedly, in the
statement that Abe Ruef made a miu
ion out of peanut politics, but for
got to hide the shells.
(whimsically,

Teddy isn't afraid of Socialism. In
fact, be is somewhat a Socialist him
self in his theory of a strongly cen
tralized government fci which one man
bosses the whole job.
Somebody has said. "Yon cant
dream yourself into a character; you
must hammer and sorge it." Meanwhile, you will have hut little time to
either give or take advice.
And now Teddy has stirred up a
row with a Connecticut naturalist
about the habits of wild animals and
has been called a liar as well as a
pestiferous busybody himself.
Some of the busiest people In the
world are merely wasting their time
doing something not worth doing, or
fretting about tittle things and letting important things go undone.

-

that Is past has not so much
Interest for the Pieshtent as one just
commencing hence his Memorial Day
speech nraa devoted mainly to tte
A war

war of words on railroad corporations

very

ever, of an incident alleged to have
occurred during the reign of Populism
in Kansas some years ago. The occasion was a funeral, and mo minister
being present the neighbors of the
deceased were asked to apeak. Every
body ' seemed .backward : but finally
an old Jayhawker with Pefferian
whiskers took off his hat. and said:
'"Well, brethren, as nobody else has
anything to say. I will just make a
few remarks on the silver question."

ROOSEVElTDiscDsSES
RAILWAY SITUATION
(Continued from Page One.
to say that it in no shape or way rep
resents any hostility to corporation
as such. In the contrary, it means a
frank recognition of the fact that com
bi nations of capital, like combinations
of labor .are a natural result of modern conditions and of our national de
velopment.
As far as in my ability
lies my endeavor is and will be to
prevent abuse of power by either and
to favor both bo long as they do well.
The aim of the National Government
is quite as much to favor and protect
honest corporations, honest business
men of wealth, as to bring to justice
those individuals and corporations representing dishonest methods. Most
certainly there will he no relaxation
by the Government authorities in the

effort to get at any great railroad
Recent experiments at Yale col- wrecker any man rwho by clever
lege show that stow and careful
swindling devices robs investors, op
of food increases the effi- presses wage workers, and does injusciency of students possibly because tice to the general public. But any
it leaves them leas time to smoke such move as this is in the interest
cigarettes.
of honest railway operators, of hon
est corporations ,and of those who.
when they invest their small savings
in stocks and bonds, wish to be assured that these will represent money
honestly expended for legitimate business purposes. To confer upon the
National Government t"i power for
which I ask would he a check upon
Ladies
overcapitalization and upon the clever
gamblers, who benefit by over capitaliLet
sation. But H alone would mean an
Kipling
increase in the value ,an increase in
the safety of the stocks and bonds of
Furnish
honestly managed rail.
roads,
and would render it Bar easier
You
to market their securities. I believe
ta proper publicity. There has been
With Your
complaint of some of the investiga-tsonDainties For
recently carried on, but those
who complain should put the blame
Your Parties. .
where K belongs upon the misdeeds
which are done in darkness, and not
upon the Investigations which brought
KijJt.t
Gmi
Sfwfo them to light. The Administration
ia responsible for turning on the light
oot responsible fior what
light showed. I ask far full nower the
to
be given the Federal Government, because no singe State can bv legisla
tion effectually cope with these power
mas-ticati-

law-abidin-g,

a

s

j

--

Stationery

investments in railway properties to
earn a liberal return, a return suf
ficiently liberal to cover all risks. We
can not get an improved service un
less the carriers of the country can
sell their securities; and therefore nothing should he done unwarrantedly
to impair their credit nor to decrease
the value of their outstanding obli

&

Company.

Two doors North of

Joyce-Pra-

lt

Co.

ful corporations engaged in interstate
commerce, and while doing them full
justice, exact from them in return full
justice to others. The conditions of
railroad activity, the conditions of our
immense interstate commerce
.are
such as to make the central govern
ment alone competent to exercise full
supervision and control.
The grave abuses in individual cas
es of railroad management in the past
represent wrongs not merely to the
general public, but .above all (wrongs
g
to
and honest corporations
and men of wealth, 'because they ex
cite popular anger and distrust which
from the very nature of the case tends
to include In the sweep of its resent
ment good and bad alike. From the
standpoint of the public I can not too
earnestly say that as soon as the na
tural and proper resentment aroused
by these abuses becomes lndiscrimi
nate and unwise and unfair .but cal
culated to defeat the very ends which
those feeling it have in view. There
has been plenty of dishonest work
fair-dealin-

by corporations
will not be the

in the past.
slightest

There
effort to hunt down and punish every
dishonest man. But the bulk of out
business is honestly done. In the natural indignation the people feel over
the disnonesty, it is all essential that
they should not lose their heads and
get drawn into an indiscriminate raid
upon all corporations, all people of
wealth, whether they do well or 111
Out of any such wild movement good
will not come, can not come, and nev
er has come. On the contrary, the
surest way to Invite reaction is to fol
low the lead of either demagogue or
visionary in a sweeping assault upon
let-u- p

in the

property values and upon public confidence, which would work incalcula
ble damage In the business world.
and would produce such distrust of
the agitators that in the revulsion the
distrust would extend to honest men
who in sincere and same fashion, are
trying to remedy the evils.
The great need of the hour, from
the standpoint of the general public
of the producer, consumer, and ship
per alike is the need for better tran
Sponra felon facilities, for
additional
tracks, additional terminals, and Im
provements in the actual handling of
the railroads; and all this with the
Ample, safe
least possible delay.
and rapid transportation facilities are
even more necessary than cheap trans
nortation. The prime need is for the
investment of money .which will pro
vide better terminal facilities, add
tional tracks, and a greater number of
cars and locomotives, while at the
same time securing, if possible, better
wages and shorter hours for the em
ployees. There must .be just and. re-

asonable regulation of rates, but any
arbitrary and unthinking movement to
cut them down may be equivalent to
putting a complete stop to the effort
to provide better transportation.
There can be no question as to the
desirability of doing away with re
bates or any method of favoring one
shipper at the expense of a competi
tor, and direct dealing with the rates
by
is sometimes the only method
which this favoritism can be avoided;
but where favoritism Is not alleged,
and when the question is nakedly one
of getting a lower rate. It muse he
remembered that It is often possible
that those demanding It may be diametrically opposed in interest to those
who demand a better, safer, and more
rapid transportation service, and high
ex wages and shorter hours for em
ployes. If the demand for .more taxes
for higher wages, for shorter hours
for employees, and for lower rates be
comes so excessive as to prevent ample and speedy transportation, and to
eat up the legitimate profits; if popular and legislative movements take a
shape so
as not only to
threaten honest investments and honest enterprises, but also to prevent
any effort for the betterment of trans
portation facilities, it then becomes
out of the question to secure the nec
essary invesment of capital in order
to bring about an Improved service.
Rates should not be unduly high;
there should be a thorough safeguarding against accidents; there should
be no Improper shirking of taxes; the
shippers of the country must be sup
plied generously with cars and all
other equipments necessary to prop
erly care for our commerce, and all
this means that the National Government must be given full and effective
power of supervision and control. But
the interests of those who build, who
manage, and who invest in the rail
roads must 'be no less scrupulously
guarded than the interests of the public. It is urgently necessary at the
present time, in order to relieve the
existing congestion of business and to
do away with the paralysis which
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prime-necessit-
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PRESS.

There is no more sense in a newspaper devoting all its time to politics
would be in a dry goods
But how shall strikes be conducted than there
store doing so. We have news, adverwithout "Union Beer 7"
space
tising
and job printing for sale.
Weather Observer Wright took a That is our business.
holiday yesterday, and the rain broke
The esteemed Emporia Gazette ds
loose.
hardly correct when H describes pubaffairs as "drifting toward honThe San Francisco grafters (are lic
esty." Public affairs are FIGHTING
one
give
dollars
mi
of
able
still
to
toward honesty. Dishonesty resists
in tail.
every inch of the way. Kansas City
Times.
regulate
movement
to
"The
by law has come to stay," says
Now that the Supreme Court has
President Roosevelt.
upheld the power of the Interstate
Commerce Commission to regulate
The people who preach about wast- rates in a case against the Southern
had
they
do
if
ing time wouldn't
it
railway. President Roosevelt's talk
anything else to do.
may be worth more money than the
usual market price of talk.
worBryan
any
la
not
rate Mr.
At
stealing
rying about the President
"There must be vested in the Fed
Democratic thunder.
eral Government a full power of supervision and control over the railways
Too much government from Wash- doing interstate .business ; a power
4a many respects analagous to and
ington may be also what is toe
(with New Mexico.
as complete as that the Government
ejoercises over the national banks.
It is not the man with a theory of Theodore Roosevelt.
bow a thing should he done, but the
one who does it. that wins.
Oklahoma is Democratic,
Because
she probably will be kept out of the
the
give
but
Everybody can
advioe
Union until after the next Presidenwise .nun is one who interns and tial election and because New AJexl- co and Arizona were Kept out, Mr.
keeps right on sawing wood.
Foraker will be shut out of the run
The war is over, hut the negro ning for President. Teddy "catches
problem of today is even a harder one 'em com in" an' a gwine.
Chan it waa before the war.
A. K. Mott. who died suddeoly yes
terday morning was the
TMA nw evw notice that even in
nranwr nnvtlnr pvrv "testimony" of of Hhe local G. A. R. Post, and his
shortly before the
fered consists mainly of advice to death occurring
start of the veterans for the cemeother people?
tery greatly increased the sadness of
Decoration Day for toe old soldiers
The nreaent situation in San Fran some
of whom are taking their final
Cisco would seem to be a confirmation journey
to the cemeteries every day.
was
earthquake
of the theory that the
not a mere accident.
A Muskogee man said at "Washing
Now that a use for "bad eggs' has ton a few days ago: "The people of
Oklahoma and Indian Territory have
been discovered by the
been controlled from Washington so
perhaps the case of the Artesia News long
that their politicians do not
man is not entirely hopeless.
know anything about a representative
The same man
of government.
Oklahoma seems to have wasted form predicted
that the Republicans
her time in voting for statehood and also
would send a delegation to Washing
framing a constitution. Teddy will de ton
to ask the President whom they
cide the matter to eult tumseii.
shall nominate for governor.
But H is eo much easier to dismiss
The loss of Mr. Evans as local
a subject with some trite proverb
will be felt in the Record office
than to really look into the facts and
not .block
circumstances of the particular case for some time, but we would
the road of advancement for a young
man of such faithful industry and
Mayor Busse, of Chicago, is a man "get
there" qualities. It may turn out
oustafter Teddy's own heart. He has board
that the new work is just the thing
ed eight members of the school
bring out the best there is in htm,
and proposes to run the whole works to
and the company for which he works
himself.
being one of national scope and im
portance opens a wide field of endea
The present uprising in China is vor in which the possibilities of finannot of the Boxer variety. It is merely cial success at least are almost un
taxes
a rebellion against outrageous
limited. If there is anything in char
something like the fight in New acter
and industry, Mr. Evans will
Reed

'

means of distribution;- that our rail
way facilities should be so increased
as to meet the imperative 'demands of
our internal commerce. The want can
be met only by private capital, and
the vast expenditure necessary for
such purpose will not be incurred un
less private capital is afforded reasonable .incentive and protection. It is
to allow
therefore a
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gations.
I emphatically believe that positive
restraint should be imposed upon railway corporations, and that they should
be required to meet- - positive obliga
tions in the interest of the general
public. I no less emphatically be
lieve that in .thus regulating and con
trolling the affairs of the railways it
is necessary to recognize the need of
an immense outlay of money from pri
vate sources, and the certainty that
this .will not be met without the assurance of sufficient reward to induce
the necessary investment. It is plain
ly Inadvisable for the Government to
undertake to direct the physical opera
tion of the railways, save in wholly
exceptional cases; and the supervision
and control it exercises should foe both
entirely adequate to secure its ends,
and yet no more harassing than is
necessary to secure these ends.
I ibelieve that the railroad men of
the United States are coming to a
more perfect sense of the responsibi
lity of the relation which they bear
to the public, and of the dignity of
that relation. Tney are public servants in the highest and fullest sense.
Indeed, there is not a brakeman nor
a switchman upon the most remote
road in the laud who does not .fill a
public function and render a service
We be
of large public usefulness.
grudge neither honor nor reward to
these men to whom we entrust our
lives and our property. Behind these
active workers In the railroad field
are those who have the determination
of railroad policies. These men are
entitled to great rewards; and in re
turn public opinion is right in hold
ing them to a rigid accountability for
the way they perform their public duties. For several months past some
if not all, of our roads have foeen in
a condition of extreme congestion.
Doubtless this is mainly due to the
fact that he country has outgrown its
railroads, .that our prosperity has in
creased at such a rate that the moat
sanguine and optimistic railroads have
been unable to keep pace with its
growth. But it is also true that ordi
nary methods of operation, which hold
?ood in a placid time of steady and
regular movement, should at a time
of crisis yield to. the imperative nec
essities of public need.
The exeprience of the past winter
proves how great is our dependence
on the railroads and how serious 'the
responsibility of those who undertake
to care for the public in the matter of
transportation. I believe that there is
sufficient ingenuity and executive gen
ius In the operating officials of the
roads greatly to diminish the troubles
complained of. The 'most effective
way to lessen demands for unreason
able legislation is for the railroads
acting individually land collectively
to remedy as many as possible of the
abuses and shortcomings for wnich
there really are remedies, and fo;
which remedial laws are demanded
by the shipping public.
The admirable national legislation
of recent years, in taking away from
the railroads the power of giving ille
gal favor, has taken away from them
one of the illegitimate methods by
which they used to protect themselv
es from improper attack; and it is

ing blows hard asraihoi

the corpora-

tions he has corruptly served; to- be
the loudest, most ' reckless? and- most
violent among those who) denounce
them. Hunt such 8 man out of public
life. Hunt him out' as remorselessly
If he is a blaiclrmieraeifhestands
De
corruptly for special privilege.
mand honesty absolute, unflinching
nonesty together iwith courage and
common sense, in public servant and
in business man alike. - Make it evident thiat you will not tolerate in public, life' a tnasr-wjrdiscrtminart.es for
or against any other,-- save as Justice
in
and reason demand it; and that
your attitude toward-- business-- men,
men
ore
dealing
who
with
toward the
the great financial interests of the
country, while you intend to secure a
sharp reckoning for the wrong doers,
you also intend heartily to favor the
men who In legitimate ways are doing good work In the business community the railway president, the
traffic manager, or other official, high
or low, who is doing all in his power
to handle his share in a vast and complicated business to the profit alike
of the stockholder and the general
-
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Oroei Gomedy Program
At The Majestic

o

"Mr. Smither's Boarding Schood"....

1

CHILDREN

Let the man of great wealth remember that, while using and enjoying it,
he must nevertheless feel that he Is
in a sense a trustee, and that consistent misuse, whether in acquiring or
spending his wealth, is ominous
of
evil to himself, to others who have
wealth, and to the nation as a whole.
As for the rest of us, let us guard ourselves against envy as we ask that
others guard themselves against arrogance, and remember Lincoln's words
of kindly iwisdom, "Let not him who
is houseless pull down the house of
another, but let him work diligently
and build one for himself, thus, by example assuring that his own shall be
safe from violence when built."

lOCents

High grade Tents, Household Goods
composed of Furniture, Commode
Dressers, Bachelor Stoves, Beds and
Bedding.
CALL AT
ONCE.

Observe Whitman's Birthday.
New York, May 31. A party of New
York admirers of the late Walt Whitman went on a pilgrimage today to
West Hills, L. I., there to celebrate
the birthday of the "good gray poet"
who was born In that village on May
31, 1819.
The Whitmlam homestead,
now rapidly going to decay, was the
birthplace of four generations of the
family. A movement is now on foot
to purchase the home and preserve it
as a lasting memorial to America's
most virile and original poet.

Spring River Sanitarium

o

and interesting entertainment at the Majestic this
evening given by Baptist Jun77-t- I
iors.
New

W. S. Prager's beautiful residence
on South Main is offered for sale for

See Our

the first time. Business reasons only
induce Mr. Prager to part with his
fine home. We have an exceptionally
low price on this property for the
next 30 days. Will be pleased to show
it to any prospective purchaser. Carl
ton & Bell.

Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypresp,
Poplar, Basswood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Ulass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, ( rates, Tiling

Ed Gross, twho is spending the summer at Amarillo while doing some extensive concrete work, passed through
last night on his way to his home in
Carlsbad for a rew day's visit. He
will stop in Roswell for tiwo or three
days on his return.

Before You Buy.

KEMP
1

Mrs. Frank H. Pearce returned last
therefore necessary that upright pub- night
from Amarillo where she has
lic servants should be as vigilant to been for
past three months with
protect them against harm as to pre- Mr. Pearce,thewho
some large con
vent them from doing harm. Un tracts thepe, amonghaswhich
is the work
doubtedly many high officers amon; in putting up the new buildings
of
the railroad men have followed the the
s
Hardware Co.
extremely unwise course of endeavor
ing to defeat the enactment of proper
A full grown apple orchard near
laws for their own control, and of en
A fine proposition, will trade
deavoring to thwart, obstruct, and Roswell.
for cattle. A. O. MILLICE, Roswell
bring into discredit the administration N.
d76-tM.
wl
of the laws. But the folly of some of
their number in no way alters our

LUMBER

CO,

Real Estate

Morrow-Thoma-

Abstracts

3

dirty ,nor

GROWN-UP- S

5 Cents

public.

Mrs. A. L. Norfleet and children,
Katherine, Helen and Leeper, passed
through last night on their wlay to
their 'home in Artesia, from Sherman,
Texas, where the children have been
college during the
attending Kidd-Ke- y
past year. In the graduation exercis
es this season tne Norfleet girls won
honors in other lines as well las mu
sic, Miss Katherine winning the gold
medal for the rtiest grades in Latin
and Miss Helen winning a similar med
al in mathematics, the contest being
entered into by tSie entire school.

910 feet

"The Servant Problem Stilled"
887 feet
Total Laughs...
1797 feet
The sunniest program of the Spring. See it at
Saturdays Matinee 3:30 or in the evening 8:00
,
and 9:00.

-

the wisdom of performing

this duty is a spirit of absolute justice alike to the railroad ,the shipper
and the general public.
Finally .friends let us never forget
that this is not merely a matter of
business but also a matter of morals.
The success of our whole system of
government depends upon our discri
minating between men, not with re
ference to whether they are rich or
poor, whether they follow one occu
pation or another, but with reference
solely to whether they act as honest
and upright citizens should act. Let
the local attorneys of the big roads
keep out of politics; and when they
have to appear before the National or
any State legislature let their names
be put on a special register, and let
their business be aboveboard and
open. There are blackmailers in public life, and the citizen who is honest
will war against the man who tries
to blackmail fa railroad or a big corporation with the same stern determination to punish him as against the
man who corruptly favors such cor
poration. But let the railroad man re
member that to purchase immunity
in wrongdoing or" to defeat blackmail
by bribery is the worst and most short
sighted of policies. Let the plain
people Insist on the one hand on governing themselves and on the other
hand on doing exact justice to the
railways. Let the big railroad man
scrupulously refrain from any effort
to influence politics or government
save as it Is the duty of every good
citizen in legitimate ways to try to in
fluence politics and government; let
the people as a whole, in their turn.
remember that it is their duty to dis
criminate in the sharpest way be
tween the railway man who does well
and the railway nran who does ill;
and, above all, to remember that the
irreparable moral harm done to the
body politic by corruption is just as
whether the corruption takes
the form of blackmailing a big corpor
ation or of corruptly doing its bidding
What we have to demand in our
selves and in our public servants Is
honesty honesty to tall men; and if
we condone disnonesty because we
think K is exercised in the interest
of the people, we may rest assured
that the man thus showing it lacks
only the opportunity to exercise it
against the Interests of the people.
The man who on occasion will corrupt
ly .do what is wrong in the interests
of a big corporation is the very man
eager to blackmail that corporation
as the opportunity arises. The man
who is on occasion a corruption 1st,
U apt .when the goat of popular feel--

Loans
f

Carlton & Bell

Mil
Colonel
A bright bay stallion, with black
mane and tail. Weight about 1,5001b ;
16
hands high. Has fine styls and
action. Is seven years old and has
proven himself a getter of colts of
fine size and style.

Terms

6, Urton &

I

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
Young man, before you purchase the ring yon intend
giving her, be sure yon inspect our stock of Diamonds, the swell
est lot in the city.
JEWELRY We have, without exception, as fine an assortment of
V hat is nicer for a
the very best Jewelry yon can find anywhere.
gift than a nice piece of Jewelry?
DIAMONDS

Will be stood at $12.50 to insure a
mare with foal.
Will make the season at Robt. J.
McClenny's, 2 miles east on Second
street, and who is prepared to take
care of mares.

W.

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Sons,

OWNERS.

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.
The Nome of the "Victor la

KwelL"

If troubled with this distressing ailment, watch for the first indication of
an attack; as soon as you feel it .coming on take three of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and the attack may be warded off.
--

Mr. Geo. E. Wright, of New London, New York, says: "For several years my wife was troubled with what
physicians called sick headache of a very severe character. She doctored with several eminent physicians
and at a
great expense, only to grow worse until she was unable to do any kind of work. About a ytar ago "she began
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and todav weivhs more thin ch
..taklmr
: .
. ,.
mr A A
i
n
wevmi rf " neinbor. who are enthusiastic in their praise of the remedy. Sold

bdrigat,2iperbabletS

ij

j

Smith bit to" left; and tbnee tnesi ; were
base.- Beau' got a
safe
to short
and Burns came home. Jones
flew- out S; short.
Oliver hit fbo
off at
Crouch and Karris
third, thus making a double, the result
being.
one
inning
for the
nr.
In their half, of ttie sixth the Jaffa,
Prager boys made things hum. Crouch
took first on balls, reaching second on
a passed ball. Meeks hit to right and
Crouch came home, barely reachim
the plate ahead of the, hall, Meeks
going to second on the throw. Franz
got first on balls. Winston hit to first
and was out end all runners were safe
on' second and third.- - Lesnet struck
out. Santana hit to short, aad Meeks
then stole
reached home.
second. Hill got a two bagger, and
Franz scored. RainboR went out at
first.
The seventh and eighth were blanks
for both sides.
The ninth Inning .was a corker.
With score four to two against them,
boys pounded out six
the Joyce-Pruruns thus winning .the game. Jones
the first man up got a two bagger.
Oliver hit to first but was safe and
'Jones reached third. Oliver stole sec
ond. Lynch hit to short and Jones
was thrown out ait the home plate.
Oliver reaching third. Lynch stole
second. J. Trujillo got a nice hit and
Oliver and Lynch scored, J. Trujillo
reaching second. The next man up
was G. Trujillo and hit out a nice
one," both runners safe on second and
thdrd. Burns struck out. Harris got
a hit, and J. Trujillo scored, alt ho
an effort was made to cut mm off at
home, the runners going to second and
third on the throw home. Smith reach
ed first on a short hit and G. Trujillo
crossed the- home plate. Smith stole
second and Harris came home on a
throw to second; Smith reaching 3rd.
Bern is then brought in Smitn- - with a
hit, the next man, Jones going out at
-

ROSWELL

-

Dye Works.

Mens Furnishers.

WORKS : Recently estab-- l E. H. WILLIAMS & CO. The only
Most complete) K. C. DYE
CARLTON & BELL.
usned here. Cleaning and pressing exclusive Men's Furnishers in the
set abstract books In Pecos Valley suits
made to order, phone 617.
Pecos Valley.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
Photographers.
Electricians.
P. P. Gayle. manager. Reliable and
RFISS A PO Siwnunra t OTaltnti
4t26'
prompt.
BERNARD
GUNSUL
Electrical
irsi class photographs, enlarge
Contractor, 303 N. Main.
'phone ments, ana views.
141. Agent General Electric Co. All
Architects.
kinds
of electric work.
Painters & Paper Hangers.
O. C. Nelson.
J. M. Nelson.
J. M. NKLSON CO.. Architects.
E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
Roswell, N. M.I
Oklahoma Blk.
banger. My painting is first class.
Furniture Stores.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
3t26
.
DILLEY FURNITURE CO. SwellestJ 215.
Butcher Shops.
line of furniture in Roswell. See us
for Refrigerators.
Public Service Corporations.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats!
w. w. UULE. Everything from a ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
staple and fancy groceries.
Knitting needle to an elephant, also The best light- - and- - power. Phone
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
"urniture and Hardware.
131 and 150.
Ing but the best. Quality our
motto.
Piano Tuners.
Fire Insurance.
GOOD TUNERS, like good pianos,
THE SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the R. L- - & T. H. M ALONE:
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
Office over
place to buy your meat.
First National Bank, phone 262. Let expert piano tuner for both. Oppo
us protect you against loss by fire.
site P. O., 'phone- - 85.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place
gooa
corn iea beer and ail o til- KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
i or
Represent
Printing
er meats. 133 N. Main at. 'Phone ing notning but reliable and safe
fire
00.
insurance companies. Insure PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, comwith us. 303 N. Main St.
mercial stationery, booklets, catalogues. The Daily Record.

Bake Shops.

hot-one

was-caug-

Trade Directory
Abstracts.

-

Grocery Stores.

Sam-tan-

it

-

first. Total for the inndng six runs.
The Jaffa .Prager boys were unable
to score and the same wtas over. The
teams were as follows:
Joyce-Prui- t:
Bums,, c; Harris, 1. f;
Smith 1st: Bemis, 3rd1; Jones-- , cf;
Oliver, rf; Lynch, p; J. Trujillo, ss;
G. Trujillo. 2nd.
Jaffa, Prager. Crouch, p; Meeks,
1st; Franz, If; Winston, 3b; Lesnet,
cf; Santana rf; Hill c; Rainnoit, ss
Charlie Hill 2nd.
The score by innings:

Racket Store.
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
GROCERY
CO. The THE RACKET
and pies, made fresh every day WESTERN
STORE. Dealer In
leading grocery store, nothing but Notions, China, graniteware and
Special orders for parties, etc
tne best.
cooking utensils.
CASH
GROCERY.
Kirknatrick
Blacksmith Shops.
Real Estate.
Prunty, Prop. Strictly casta. Out
COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate,
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires. groceries are the best.
Room 8. Texas Block.
norse shoeing, wheel work, plow
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers. CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest
work, and tire setting.
real estate business in the city. If
6 8
1 0
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let you are- in tie market to buy or Joyce-Pru- it PragerGo.
0
Co.
Jaffa,
you
us
your
with
furnish
Grain, Coal
DiacKamlthlng and wood
sell, see us.
work.
o
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my and wood, we buy hides, phone CO. EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
specialty.
ROSWELL
TRADING CO.
Coal.
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
Hay, and Grain. Always the best. on 5 per cent commission.
9
East Second St Phone 126.
KELLAHIN & CALFEE.
Real es
Book Store.
tate. Make a specialty on city pro
perty. 303 N. Main St.
Harness & Saddlery.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat
est books, stationery and periodi- .1. F. PATTERSON.
& FLEMING:
GILMORE
Real Es
Manufactures
cals.
the finest line of leather goods in tate and Live Stock. Garst Build
tne Pecos Valley.
ing, Room No. 8.
9
Billiard-Poo- l
Halls.
CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
your property at lowest possible
List
Hardware Stores.
Small ads., under one dollar,
price
with
rear
Nell
Miss
Moore,
R.
BOWLING. RTT.IJARrS
PflflT
ROSWELL" HARDWARE CO. Whole
must be paid in. advance. We
urunswlcK
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- J sale and retail hardware, pipe. American Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
do this In order to avoid the
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing,
menu ueo. . jewett. Prop.
keeping
of many petty ac- Ready-to-weTHE ENTERPRISE HARDWARE
Apparel.
counts.
tf.
CO. Roswell's growing
hardware
store, the place where you can find THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
Bottling Works.
RECORD PUB. CO.
Just what you want in hardware. Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
for men, women and children. Mil
KJRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
So. 322 N. Main.
Main St. Refresh your memory by W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO. I linery a specialty.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-- I The largest house in the West. Po-- j
FOR SALE.
bys Best.
lite attention, complete stock and
Seed Store.
right prices. We solicit your busi- THE
Land scrip. W. G.
FOR
SALE.
&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
ness. First and Main.
42tf
Skillmaa.
SEED CO. AU kinds of field and
Building and Loan Associations
garden seed, write for catalogue.
8 H .P., gasoline enFOR SALE:
Hotels.
See R. H. McCune In Patterson's
gine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
new
GILKESON: Roswell's
Shoe Stores.
26tf
harness store for loans or homes on THE
street.
rooms
with
hotel,
All
private
bath.
easy payments.
'
Good buggy and haraccommodations
One THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only FOR SALE:
first class.
ness, $25.00. Apply 605 N. Main St.
Block West of Postoffice.
exclusive shoe store: Peters and
72tf
European
EL CAPITAN
Stetson shoes our .specials.
HOTEL.
Candy Store.
plan. Rooms. 60c; meals, 25c. One
FOR SALE: ; House and five lots,
block west of depot.
222 E. McGaffey. Inquire there or
Second Hand Stores.
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest GRAND CENTRAL
77t2
at Roswell Drug Store.
HOTEL: New
lrae of candies, shelled nuts, cl management.
&
SECOND HAND STORE
Woodruff
12 vacant lots on
SALE:
FOR
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally! Dealer in new and second hand
of actual
South Hill, for one-iiaI
goods.
ly located.
value. Carlton & Bell.
HOTEL SHELBY:
New manage - kiosWELT. SRTOn HAND STORE.
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
Civil Engineer.
ment. The leading hotel of the city. New and second hand furniture,
lots, well located, at
100-0- 2
Rogers,
N.
&
Hills
Main.
Survey-- ) H. KerchevaL Prop.
prices.
JAS. LLOYD THOMPSON.
CARLTON & BELL.
Prop.
69.
Phone
ng. Designing and Drafting.
Con- ROSWELL
house,
a
20 acres,
HOTEL.
Dollar
FOR
SALE:
The
crete work a specialty. All work Day House, 300 feet west of depot. MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
artesian well, some fruit. Best barguaranteed. Office, Room 9, Garst
Highest prices paid for second
&
Valley.
Bell.
gain
Carlton
the
Bolldlng.
12t26
Hand goods. Phone 227.
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
Jewelry Stores.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
HARRY MORRISON.
The leading!
Sanatorium
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
Contractors and Builders.
Watches,
and exclusive
Jeweler.
diamonds. Jewelry, rich cut glass ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA FOR SALES:
of
miles
or
Three
four
T. R. E VERM AN.
See me before! and hand painted China, Sterling TORIUM. Incorporated.
open wovea wire fence: also
Dr. C. L.
you build. My estimates are based and plated silverware.
posts.
or
Apply Oasis raneh,
fence
ob figures; 25 years experience. Sat L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's test Parsons, Manager.
phone 347.
07tf.
lsfaction guaranteed. Phone 107.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
600acres,
fine,
level
FOR
SALE:
painted China, diamonds, etc
Surety Companies.
land, rich soil, 5 miles from RosGARRETT ft SPARKS.
Contractors C. FEINBERG Roswell's new Jew
well. $700.00 per acre. Carlton &
paper-)
and Bulders. Painting and
eler. Call and see me, at 203 .N. R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
BelL
hanging. P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
& Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
FOR SALE:
Five acres on South
We repair watches, all work guar
Hill, one block from Main street,
anteed.
at a sacrifice price. Carlton &
Tailors.
Department Stores.
Bell.
Lumber Yards.
Tailor mad suits. FOR SALE: Nice house, well locat-ed- .
P. WOOD:
JAFFA. PRAGER lc CO. Drv Roods. PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.-- H W.Cleaning
pressing,- 118
North
clothing, groceries and ranch sup-- l Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce-- i Main St. and
artesian water, plenty shade.
t
Phone 409.
ment. paints, varnish and glass.
Business out of town demands parties attention, will sell cheap. Car
JOTCE-PRUILUMBER CO.
Oldest
CO.
Dry
Goods, ROSWELL
Transfers.
Iton & Bell.
lumber yard In Roswell. See na for
Clothing. Groceries, etc. The largBALLARD. The Reliable
FOR SALE AT HALF PRICE; Six
est supply bouse In the Southwest. all kinds of building materials and; ROBERT
Transfer man.- - Down town phone
feet .with
teat houses, each- - 12x14
paint.
wnotesaie ana Ketau.
224. Residence- phone 426.
5x12 ft, porch, good ' floors, prank
KEMP LUMBER CO. CaH on ns for
4 ft. on sides, three large windows,
Shingles, etc We treat ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
Lumber,
screened, and
cloth top, at
Safe and Piano Moving a Specialty.
you right. East 4th St.
Drug Stores.
76tf
Spring River Sanitarium. .
Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
FOR RENT: 3 room house, centralLife Insurance.
ROSWELL DRUG
JEWELRY COJ
76-t3
ly located. Apply 821 N. Main.
Oldest drug store In Roswell. All CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO
Undertakers.
things
Denver Col., A Western Co., for the DILLEY
SON. Undertaker. Pri
FOR RENT.
Western people. The largest divW vate ambulance, prompt service.
Headquarters)
CO.
DANIEL DRUG
dend payer In the business. See ns
RENT
FOR
paper,
Furnished Room, 104
var-CO.
drugs,
Under
paints,
FURNITURE
for
wall
before you buy. no trouble to show ULLERY
tf.
North Ky.
nisn.
our policy. . Horace A Lay Manager, takers. "Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
FOR RENT Furnished" room ,113 N.
76-t- 3
Kentucky Ave.
JOYCE-PRUISeven rooms house,
FOR RENT:
TEAM WON
close in, on Richardson a ve. CarlOUT IN THE NINTH.
77t2
The game yesterday afternoon at ton & Bell.
East 2nd Street
Amusement park between nines repreSPECIALIST.
Company and
senting the Joyce-PruBlacksmiths and Wood
TO LOAN.
Jaffa, Prager & Company .the proEYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Cemetery
Workmen.
of
benefit
the
for
the
ceeds
LOAN.- -1 CARLTON
Office Hoars: 9 to U a. m. 3 to 4 p.
Hon-shoeiAssociation, was an exciting one from . MONEY TO
a specialty. Call Pnone m. Offioe: Oklahoma Block .
06 tf
BELL.
start to finish, particularly the finish.
137 and we will call for and deliver
The final score was eight to four in
your work. Everythiij first class, or
Company.
favor of Joyee-Prunone refunded.
WANTED.
boys took the bat
The Joyce-Fru-it
and by hard work succeeded In bring- WANTED TO BUY. "A first class
LDND
ing in the first run of the same. For milch cow. C. P. Shearman.
Jaffa, Prager & Oompaay the first two WANTED:
Waitress at once, at
LAWYER
men up struck out, the next going
Hotel Hagerman,- - Hagerman, N. M.
out at first.
Dr. C. B. Huchinson
Specialty "lining Law
7416.
In the second inning the Joyce-PruDr. flary B. rtutUiinsoB)
boys
were unable to score while the
American School of
S24 N. Main.
Block.
Navajo
Lady cook for out of
WANTED:
bring
managed
to
boys
Osteopathy, Kiakavula MImouI.
Jaffa, Prager
town. Wages $25 per month with
211 W.44SL
Gdb auwtrej t tl boars.
In one man over the homo plate. The
third, fourta and fifth Innings were ' board. Inquire at Roswell Auto
.
Na. a?.
Shop;
66tf
blanks for both sides, although In be
fifth Inning. Lynch made a good catch
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Mrs. W.- C' Burrus - entertained at
one o'clock luncheon Wednesday the
members of the Entire Nous Club, the
Social Circle and- the Book Club- and
a few outside Mends.' The affair
wtas held at the beautiful grounds of
the Country Club,, northeast of town,
and a more appropriate place could
not have been found.
A .social hour in the assembly room
at the club house' was the- first" and
one of the most enjoyable features of
the day. As a means of amusement
the hostess had arranged a guessing
contest that proved a winner as to interest and entertainment.- Silhouettes
of many well known business and pro
fesaional men of Roswell- had been secured and these were displayed on the
wlajl, the guests guessing the names
of the men iwho .had- - posed for the
shadow.
The dinner In the grove Was probably the most interesting part of the
day. The hostess served a regular,
chicken i pot pie dinner
and; every one of the
la
dies present did: ample justice to tne
-

bailie Her Kapop.v

-

-

Q

-

,

half-hundre- d

bounteous supply.
It was well along in the afternoon
when the last guest had left the table and following a rest period the
crowd returned to .the city. Every la
dy present pronounced- - it one of the
most enjoyable social events of the

Governor Addresses Veterans.
Richmond, Va. May 31. A largely
increased attendance marked the sec
ond day's session of the general reunion of United Confederate Veterans.
Gov. Claude- - Swanson . welcomed the
veterans in a hlappy speech. Addresses of welcome were also made by
Mayor Carlton McCarthy ,on behalf of
the city of Richmond, Senator John
W. Daniel, on behalf of the Canfed- ertste veterans of Virginia; and B. B.
Morgan, on ibehalf of the Sons of Vet
erans. General Stephen D. Lee. com
mander-in-chiof the United Confed
erate Veterans delivered the response
The principal address of the day was
made by Colonel Robert E. Lee. Jr.
son of General W. H. F. Lee, ffamil
iarly known as "Runy" Lee, and a
erandson of the famous Confederate
military leader. As a member of the
Virginia legislature and later a con
eressman, Colonel Lee has developed
oratorical abilities equaled- - by few in
the South, and nis speech, a glowung
tribute to the old soldiers of the Lost
Cause, ;brougiit repeated rounds of aip-plause.
This afternoon the ladies of the
Confederate Memorial association and
the members of the Richmond chapter
United Daughters of the Confederacy
gave a reception to the visiting veterans, sons of veterans, sponsors and
mauds of honorat the Confederate mu
seum. The great social event of the
week will take place tonight, when
the annual ball will be held in the
Horse show building. The affair will
be opened by the Southern
Cross
drill team, a famous Memphis organ
ization composed of Confederate vet
erans n gray uniforms and young
girls in wnite dresses, who give a
stately drill reminiscent of antebellum
days in the old South.

1

A Quick Rleal Gasoline
Range Wilt Do K.

We'it Tell You How.

0t

ef

WATCH AND LISTEN
FOR

Gronsky's Ice Cream Wagon
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
tours of the city. It can be found on the streets
at all hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

aid more than anything else' at present in the advancement and development of New Mexico and the redemption of her lands from the desert. For
that reason the celebration of the opening of the big Hondo project Ts
most certainly in order.
o
While locally, the affair is not of
such great importance, it should nevRace.
Seattle, Wash:, May 31. On the ertheless be encouraged becaus9 anyeve of the date set for the tight thing that helps one portion of this
oared boat race between the crews of Territory, helps indirectly, all other
Washington portions, and New Mexico should
Lcland Stanford Bind
State universities, the supporters of boost for New Mexico.
both institutions are confident of vic
tory and nothing better than even
Increase for Motormen.
money is offered by tae speculative.
St. Paul, Minn., May 31. The Twin
eight
The Stanford
has been here for City Rapid Transit company, which
some time and daily practice on Lake operates all the street riairways in St
Washington has made the 'men fami-lia- Paul and Minneapolis, has granted a
conditions. voluntary increase of from 35 to 45
with local rowing
The crew of the California institution cents a day to all of the 1,500 trainhas been greatly strengthened in the men dn its employ. The scale will go
last few weeks and is now m good Into effect tomorrow. The total annu
contest. al increase for each wiill will be from
condition
for tomorrow's
The race is expected to give great $130 to $10. The aggregate increase
impetus to the movement for intercol- in .the yearly ptay roll of the company
legiate rowing on the Pacific coast, will be nearly $200,000.
which was inaugurated only a few
years ago- by Stanford, Washington
Begin North Pole Flight.
Tms is
Tnomsoe, Norway, May 31. Final
and California universities.
the first important intercollegiate race preparations have been completed by
since 1905, the California disaster of the members of the Walter Well man
last year preventing a continuation polar expedition for the flight in the
lalloon America to the North Pole.
of rowing relations.
The entire expeditionary party includBig Irrigation Celebration.
ing Wellman, Engineer Vanimon, Ma
jor Hersey, Dr. Fowler and some thirty-From Albuquerque Citizen.
lather men, will "sail north on
The New Mexico Irrigation Celebra five
tion, to be held at Carlsbad July
the Frithjof tomorrow and hope to bedeserves success in every way. It will gin the balloon journey to the pole
be held under the provisions of joint by the middle of July. The balloon
resolution No. 7 of the 37th legisla- has been entirely reconstructed, fitted
tive assembly and is to commemorate with new motors and has a lifting cathe first delivery of water under the pacity of 19,500 pounds.
great Hondo project at Roswell, the
Carlsbad project at Carlsbad and the
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Thode and two
active work of construction on the daughters dirove up from Dexter yes
great Elephant Butte project on the terday tor a short visit.
Rio Grande. It is not a local affair
W. A. Lamb, hydrographer for the
by any means and should be of paramount interest to every person inter- lT. S. Geological survey in this part
ested in the future of New Mexico. of the territory arrived yesterday on
The big irrigation projects of the Fed- the auto from Torrance to spend a
eral Reclamation Service promise to few days in Roswell.
Endurance- - Contest.
Newark. N. J., May 31. The annual
spring endurance contest of the New
Jersey Automobile and Motor club
started today from .this city and will
cover a .route of nearly 400 miles.

ave Yo

Stanford-Washingto- n

T

cottage for sale? I
have buyers for cottage
homes ranging from
A

f 1000 to

$2000. Give
me a trial if you want

to Bell.

-

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
For Sal.
Bids on the old Baptist church, parsonage and lot, will be received by
the undersigned up to June 1st, 1907.
Right reserved to reect any or all
bids.
F. DIVERS,
R. H. KEMP.
62tl2
o
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
A splendid hotel proposition, a money maker the first day and every day.
Don't pass this up. See CARLTON
& BELL.
The. benefit for Miss Rabb will be
given at the M. E. Church, South, on
June fourth.

e.

1

'

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E, Presley
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OSTEOPATHS
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.
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Grtteott
Tlh

r. citwirt.

J.

M.

Harvey.

We tasks a specialty ( mixed
bouquets for Memorial Day, $1 op

of a bard hit to center, and thus preLOST.
venting a score. In their half of the
boys got two LOST:
fifth, the Joyce-Frupin with pearl set
Sunburst
men on baste wtth but one out, bnt
Alameda G reenhouse.
tings.' an heirloom. $5.00 reward for
twowind.
up
thethe next
fanned
78tf
return to Record office,
Telephone 184.
The eixth inning waa an excKiag
one. Burns for Joyce-Pruit to left
and on an error reached first and
Dont aeii unLLi yuu figure with Ma- the ball waa field- kin's Second Hand Store. Phone 227.
If tow nave m trsls propos!"! of stole second before
ed la. Brrfs got first 00. balls, and
any kind see ,u. CwlUta A LX
it

-

.

Made in Newin York
each step

SPECIALIZATION

& Co. organiza-

tion one expert studies style another buys
woolens another
directs the cutting
and tailoring processes. The custom
tailor can only devTote part of his time to
each. Therefore, the Benjamin product is
better than his and costs you less.

Correct Clothes for Men
Exclusive Agent Here.

The Morrison Bros. & Co.

-

it

9. Texas Clock. Phone 531

of

the best results.

213-21- 5

N. Maia St.

r

D(gyCxl

2(0)

Per Cent Off

SALE

Per Cent

Of?

(S2Qnraii'oiifts
For

Oinie

Week

mOy

Strdl
20 Per Cent. Discount on Ladies' Skirts, Waists, Coats
and Wash Materials, Silk Under Skirts, Wrappers,

Tine Klcliesll:

Cravenettes and Automobile, Suits in Silk, Wool
Kimonos, Dressing Sacques and Children's Dresses.

in Silk

fflerong- ofi ftlhie

Seasera
n

Never were there greater chances to buy tailored wear of distinctly high grade than this store has presented
this season, and this offering seems to cap the climax of special values.

Ladies' Wash Suits.

Hundreds of Dainty Waists Hardly
Higher Than Cost of Materials.

$1.50

Ladies' Wash Suits for.....

$1.20

$1.00

Ladies' Wash Skirts for

80c

sue

$2.00

Ladies' Wash Suits for

$1.60

$1.50
$2.50

Ladies' Wash Skirts for

$1.20

$3.00

Ladies' Wash Skirts for

$2.00

Figured Lawn Suits for

$2.40

Ladies' Wash Skirts for
CC flfl Extra Quality Skirts
OJiUU and Serge for.

$2.40

S1.00

Fine White Waist for

Ladies' Wash Skirts.

$1.50

Fine White Waist for....v

$1.20

$2.50

Fii.e White Waist for

$2.00

$4i00

White Linen Suits for

$3i20

S3 50

AU Linen

gQ

$6.00

Linen Eaton Suits for

$4.80

$4.00

Fine Quality Linen Waist now

$3.20

$7.50

Fine White Lawn Suits for.....

$6.00

S1 OiOOFine White Lawn Suits for

Embroiderei Waists or Plain Tailor- -

$10.00

Fine Lingerie Waist now

$8.00

S10.00

Net Waist Black or White now

$8.00

Wash Silk Waist Black or White now

$2.40

SSiOO Wash Silk Waist Black or White now

$4i00

$3.00

$12.00

Silk Shirt Waist Suits for

$16.50

Silk Jumper Suits now

$8.00
$9.60

:.

$13.20

Taffeta Silk Suit in Black or White, made of higrh grade
silk, the yoke and sleeves handsomely trimmed 01 C flfl
with Fine Net, the Skirt is extra full accordion pleated for Q I OiUU

Of! flfl
OUiUU

$3.00

$7.00 Fine quality,
$10.00 Skirt,
$17.50

Panamas,

Cheviot

QM

nfl

OiUU

$5.60
$8.00

all Wool in all shades

$14.00

Hand Embroidered Voile Skirts.

$20.00
$7.50

in

$16.00
$6.00

Hand Embroidered Voile Skirts
Cravenette Coats

$10.00 Cravenette Coats
$12.50 Cravenette Coats

$10.00

$15.00 Cravenette Coats

S12.00

$8.00

number of Prince Chap Tailored Suits, made of Chiffon, Panama, Black .and Colors and Fancy Imported
Worsted, Coats are lined with Peu de cygne or Taffeta: Values $20.00, $25.00 and $30.00 at
A big

.

4

amdl

a&DXD,

During this sale no extra charge will be made
for alterations.

Garment Guaranteed to Fit

Record
Boellnw,

WHt

Result.
ass it

'Ada. Get

-

:

cheaps.

Edwav4 Geasert returned
fxooa Actesta.

Ttf

this

.

Attorney J. G. Osbura. came up. Hon
Artesia this morning.
Jeweler and Optician.

X

B. Bcwllner.

Wt

Ben Allison and "wife drove up from
Lake Arthur yesterday to visit relatives and friends over Sunday.

Those funny pictures a 5e
matinee tomarow, S:30.
remiss
The proeram for Tuesday
wi'.l be veil worth listening to. Casae
,
out and be enusrtai&ed,

c

ADen-rfln-

-

..

'

Majea-ti-

R. M. Patrick, manager and pro has :been
evenai Ham. in
Defeat" given by prietor
The Grill, left this morn- the valley, came in this morning to
of
toMajestic
Baptist Juniors at
ing for Kansas City, going after a remain a few days before goiag home.
77-- tl
French chef for his restaurant.
night.

Tempters

Beautiful house for sale, 1202 N. Ky.
Mrs. R. E. TIHon and little eon re6 rooms, strictly
mod re", shade
J. L. Nokes returned this morning
turned this morning from a visit with
Darius Hicks left tills morning for
Hagerman.
trees, shrubbery and nice lawn. EaMrs. Tilton's sister in
from Hagerman, where he established his old home in B leading vi lie, 111. He
sy
terms.
200
bicycle
shop,
Lea
leaving
charge
ave..
Tel. 534.
iwilJ return before long to look after
a
it in
63t24.
,
practical man.
his farming interests near Dexter.
Miss Mariana Knight arrived last of a
make
Marshalltown,
la.,
to
night from
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Boyd, came fn
C. E. Miller, of Vienna, Va., who'
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
an extended visit here for her health. last
night from Ardmore, I. T., for a
R.
with
or
two
weeks
three
visit of
Do not miss the Baptist Jun- H. Sain and family.

and tomorrow
ior entertainment at Majestic
o
mora-taj- ?
77-- tl
this
returned
tonight.
J. W. Atkinson
feet
went
to
Artesia
Thomas
W.
J.
from a visit with relatives in night to be gone two or three days
Oartabad.
looking after business.
;
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Howell, who have
been bare two or three weeks, left
A card ta be Roawell Trade Direc- this jnoroiog for deir home in CanBaptist Junior entertainment
tory brings results and keeps your yon City.
evening.
Majestic
this
at
name before tne people.
o
John W. Rhea returned last night
last
returned
One of Roswell'B most promising
W. T. Wells and wite
a atay of some length in Kansas
night from a trip of aeveral daya ta singers will give the people a1 treat from
where he has been looking after cattle
on the evening of June 4th.
the north.
Interests.
wife and daughter,
mssx N." E. Chapman, (teacher of Dr. McKay, rooming
James F. Hinkle, wife and children
from Dr. Mccame in this
music at Panhandle Christian College,
went to Hagerman last sight for a
here a few Kay's ranch southeast of loswell, the visitat Hereford, who has beenmorning
of two days with John L Htnkte
for daughter leaving oa a vi 4t at Arkanay vislttag, left this
and family.
sas City, Kan.
3ks- - borne In eastern Texan.
X

Legal Blanks of an Kinds for sal
at m Record Office. .

' Eye tested free at

Ttaat.' ndctures we've ewer had. Ma
A. M. Kent came up from Carlsbad jestic
matinee tomorrow and tomoron
business.
morning
this
row night.
o
W. C. Burma wont to Kenna this
Mrs. Zella Mount left . last night
morning on a business trip.
for Deming. N. M., on a short visit
with relatives.
First class, gentle sadWANTED:
o
78t3
653.
once.
Box
at
dle horse,
The . instrumental numbers on the
program for Tuesday evening will deDont forget to hear tie Song Re- light the people.
4th.
evening,
Juae
cital on Tuesday
Dont miss seeing "Mrs. SmKhers'
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Reed .went to Boarding School,'
Majestic matinee
week.
a
remain
night
to
last
Carlsbad
sight.

-

Ernest Carper left this morning for
to investigate the advisability of taking a well rig there for his
father, Joseph Carper.
Texico,

James M. Hervey returned last evening from an extended business visit
to Chicago and points in the North.
He is borne for the summer.
W. J. Houston, who has spent
mooCi here and down the valley see-

ing the country, left this morning for
his home in Blue- Mound, Kan., filled
(with admiration tor the land of sunshine acid green fields. He expects to
return.
-

JUVA

GRAPE

JUICE

This is guaranteed to be the finest and pur-est unfermented grape juice on the market.
pint 20 cts 1 pint 40 cts 1 quart 75 cts.
For Sale by the

Bonier Drug Company

